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convert string to float with python? I need the fastest way to
convert a string to a float (even if it is faster than a list

comprehension or loop over the string). My first try was a
very naive try: from __future__ import division def

string_to_float(s): result = 0.0 for c in s: result = result * 10.0
+ int(c) return result Note that it works, but it is slow. I would

be happy to get a better alternative. A: import re def
float_from_str(s): match = re.search(r'\d*\.\d*', s) if match:

return float(match.group()) else: raise ValueError("no
number in '%s'!" % s) def float_from_str_cache(s): global

re_float if re_float is None: re_float = re.compile(r'\d*\.\d*')
if re_float.search(s): 2d92ce491b
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